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treatyourself
Scoop-free, delicious, and 
one-of-a-kind, we're classic 
with a twist and dedicated 
to serving a truly unique 
experience.

popbar



treats

popbar

our
try

Handcrafted, all natural, 
and fully customizable, 
there's something to satisfy 
every sweet-tooth.

miniPop
event ready
+ fun-sized

popBite
bite-sized goodness

popWich
gelato sandwich
on a stick

popbar
classic + original





popSorbettopopGelato yogurtPop

three delicious choices!



dip + top too!



flavors

taste

popbar

our

With 40+ recipes ranging 
from classics to the 

more unique, and the 
option to dip and top too, 

flavor combinations are 
literally endless.



mint chocolate
chip

pina colatablood orangechocolate covered
pistachio

vanilla with
waffle cone

coffee half
dipped dark

green tea
crunch

chocolate half
dipped white

strawberry
with pistachio

apricot mint

chocolate covered
strawberry

chocolate & caramel
covered popcorn

yogurt berry
crunch

bananachocolate
fudge

our mostpopular
combinations!



all natural!
we’re





design
our

popbar

Our simple, but
innovative recipe calls 

for the perfect blend of 
classic and fun.

love







take a look inside!



popbar

Multiple locations 
worldwide in vibrant, 
family-friendly
markets, and many 
more to come.

we’re

international

the americas

europe

asia



popbar

Our make-it-your-own 
experience is 
one-of-a-kind.  Pick a pop, 
dip, top, and enjoy, but 
don't forget to snap a 
shareable pic first - that 
is if you can wait!

a specialcustomer
experience





we
are ateam!

Our team is like our 
POPS, Passionate, 
Outgoing, Personable, 
and Smiling!

popbar





our press

“cute, trendy”,“high quality”, “deliciousness on a stick”

top ten frozen desserts of america retailers 2011 award

“not your average ice cream shop...we can go there everyday
of the week and try something different...”

“warhol can step aside. there’s a new pop art taking over. this one features
 a rainbow of colors, patterns and textures, with a
flavor for every shade of the spectrum.”

“you cannot do much better than the frozen gelato and sorbetto at popbar.”

“the combination was surprisingly rich
and filling” “rich pistachio”

“miracles on ice”

florence fabricant



popbar

info@pop-bar.com www.pop-bar.com

thank you
@popbar @popbarusa


